
AN ANALYSIS OF THE PROTAGONIST IN THE NOVEL ETHAN FROME BY

EDITH WHARTON

Ethan Frome, a novel written by Edith Wharton relies on the setting of Starkfield, Massachusetts to shape main
character Ethan Frome's life, his behaviors, and.

Ethan Frome suffered tragedy because of his character flaws, errors in his judgment, and forces beyond his
control. He renders the impression of a man to be pitied because faith has dealt him with a bad hand. When
Ethan requests that Hale extend him an advance on a lumber load, Hale is forced to politely refuse, citing his
own financial constraints. Explore how Wharton creates suspense in the novel Ethan Frome. Not very long
after the narrator arrives in Starkfield, the horses at the local stable fall sick do to the terrible weather. Ethan
the protagonist in this novel, faces many challenges and fights to be with the one he really loves. Throughout
the novel, Wharton builds up patterns of imagery, patterns of behavior and specially charged works. He feels
that it would be unfair to Mattie to reveal his feelings or to provoke her feelings for him. He married her
because she had tried to help his mother recover from an illness, and once his mother died he could not bear
the thought of living in the house alone. That, said by Harmon Gow, was definitely how Ethan Frome could be
described. Since the horses are sick Denis Eady can not drive the narrator to Corbury flats. Their mill and farm
were all they had to their name. White can also symbolize purity and perfectionism as well as the absolute
Mitford  Throughout their year together Ethan is finally able to express his love for science and talk about
what he feels is important with his one true love Mattie. For many citizens there is little to do because the
heavy snow falls keep the citizens in with lack of transportation. In Edith Wharton 's Ethan Frome, Wharton
explores the catastrophic consequences of defying one 's predestined proclivity for new discoveries through
three different characters who 's worlds collide in one terrible accident that leaves nothing but the bitter and
savage bite of regret The desire to be treated equal. Ethan is effected in many ways and aspects by the setting.
Ethan Frome was born on a farm in Starkfield, Massachusetts and has spent nearly the totality of his life there.
His wife claimed that a new doctor said that she was extremely sick, and needed more help around the house.
She is able to interpret the characters actions in a way that can relate to all humans. To avoid saying things to
Zeena that he doesn't mean, Ethan does not respond to her incessant complaining; instead, he suffers in
silence. Original Piece A. His farm squeezed out just enough money to keep him and his household going.
Ethan would like nothing better than to move away; however, Zeena will not leave Starkfield. Set in the bleak,
barren winter landscape of New England, it is the tragic tale of a simple man, bound to the demands of his
farm and his tyrannical, sickly wife, Zeena, and driven by his star-crossed love for Zeena's young cousin,
Mattie Silver. The physical appearance of Ethan Frome played a significant part in creating his character. The
pickle dish is of great significance in the novel. Instead it just injured them, and these injuries stayed with
them forever. Not only is the snow harsh but it acts as a barrier to many of the residents keeping â€¦show more
contentâ€¦ Many of the activities they are able to do in the cold winters are dangerous, such as sledding down
treacherous hills. This leaves him isolated from friends, news and happenings of the outside world that he
longs for to keep him sane. Ethan Frome married a woman, Zeena, he was lonely and not truly in love with
her. I was worried that I would have my usually difficult time getting involved with this book. Starkfield is
known for its many harsh winters that leave the inhabitants bitter and in harsh condition. Zeena, the wife, finds
herself in a particular situation, a situation where she needs to figure out how to get rid of Mattie. The setting
greatly influences the characters, transportation, and activities. Explore the ways in which Wharton arouses
sympathy in the reader for the main character, Ethan Frome. Frome was trapped from the beginning ever since
Mattie Silver came to live with him and his wife.


